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ABSTRACT 

Cyber threats increase exponentially in this day. To survive from these threats, we 

need to ensure strong defence from cyber-attacks. But the question is how can we 

measure this defence. By assessing the security, we can measure the security defence 

and ensure the security. 

A cybersecurity assessment examines your security controls and how they stack up 

against known vulnerabilities. It’s similar to a cyber-risk assessment, a part of the risk 

management process, in that it incorporates threat-based approaches to evaluate cyber 

resilience. A complete security assessment includes a close look at the company’s 

overall security infrastructure. 

In cyber security assessment, Vulnerability and Penetration Testing is most popular 

methods. 

The primary objective of this internship training conduct vulnerability scan 

penetration test by using automated tools from Rapid7. 
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CHAPTER 01 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1INTRODUCTION: 

Vulnerability assessment is process of documenting, discovering, and quantifying the 

current security, vulnerability found with a system. Vulnerability is necessary for the 

protection of IT resources. It finds out the vulnerability in a system which increase the 

security of the data.  

Data is now very valuable to the whole world So we have to take many methods to 

save it. Vulnerability is one of them. With this we can find out the weak point of the 

vulnerabilities, and vulnerabilities are reported to cyber security, as a result hacker 

can’t longer attack vulnerabilities in the system. 

We find out the vulnerability of the system to make the system error free and find out 

all the faults in the system. So vulnerability is very important for data security and 

cyber security.  

When the weak point is fixed, it is tested for penetration tasting. The penetration test 

is used to attack those vulnerability areas like hackers, to understand whether the 

cyber security has fixed that weak spot. 

 

 

 

1.2MOTIVATION: 

Cyber-attacks occur every day. To protect from those attack, we need to build flaw 

less infrastructure that's why we need to conduct VAPT based on compliance/ 

regulatory basis. 
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1.3 OBJECTIVE: 

The Objective of this internship training is, how to scan vulnerability for a system? 

prioritization of vulnerabilities, provide remediation guidelines and reporting. And 

How to conduct penetration testing and exploit those vulnerabilities that we found in 

vulnerability scan in automated fashion by using a modern Vulnerability Assessment 

tool (Nexpose) and Penetration testing tool (Metasploit Pro) from Rapid7. 

 

 

1.4 OUTCOME: 

Evaluate the vulnerability of Router, Switch, Server, Endpoint device, and report to 

the organization to fix vulnerabilities to prevent future cyber-attack. 

For penetration test, assess the organisation people, process and technology and 

evaluate their incident response process. 
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1.5 LAYOUT OF THE REPORT: 

The report put on- 

CHAPTER-01: INTRODUCTION  

1.1) Introduction 1.2) Motivation 1.3) Objective 1.4) Outcome 

CHAPTER-02: BACKGROUND 

2.1) Why Vulnerability Assessment 2.2) Penetration Test 

CHAPTER-03:  Vulnerability Assessment 

3.1) Vulnerability Assessment 3.2) Break down 4 four steps  

CHAPTER-04: PENETRATION TESTING 

4.1) Penetration Test 4.2) Penetration Test Steps  

CHAPTER-05: VULNERABILITY ASSESSMENT PROCESS AND FIGURE 

5.1) Vulnerability Assessment process  

CHAPTER-06: PENETRATION TEST FIGURE 

6.1) Penetration Test Figure       

CHAPTER-07: FINDING AND CONCLUSION 

7.1) Findings vulnerability 7.2) Conclusion  
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CHAPTER 02 

BACKGROUND 

2.1 Why Vulnerability Assessment: 

Data is now the most valuable asset in the whole world. For data save we used many 

types of data security. We used vulnerabilities to find out these data security errors 

and vulnerabilities. 

So vulnerabilities are important cause hackers don’t find vulnerabilities in the system 

so they can’t to steal data. 

If we don’t apply Vulnerability Assessment, then there would be a lot of problem in 

the system, then hackers can easily hack any system and the stole any data. 

 

2.2 Why Penetration Test: 

When vulnerabilities assessment process is end then this process report is submitted to 

the management for correction.  

When they correction all vulnerabilities in this report then we start penetration test. 

Penetration is, trying to break or bypass like a hacker.  

By penetration test, we know that the weak point or vulnerability of the system how 

much has been corrected. 
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CHAPTER 03 

VULNERABILITY ASSESSMENT 

 

3.1 Vulnerability Assessment: 

Vulnerability Assessment is find out any Router, Switch, Server, Endpoint device. 

Vulnerability Assessment is four steps: 

1. Identify vulnerabilities 

2. Evaluate vulnerabilities 

3. Treating vulnerabilities 

4. Reporting vulnerabilities 

1. Identify vulnerabilities: 

The scan made 4 stage. 

a) Pinging network accessible system or scanning by sending TCP/UDP packets. 

b) Detected the open port of the scan systems. 

c) Collect all data to the system and log in. 

d) Connecting vulnerabilities to all data of the system, damage scanners are able 

to detect various system running on a network such as laptop, desktop, 

database, switch etc. Identification system are searched for various features, 

operating system, installed, file system structured, system configuration and 

much more.  

To perform this association, the vulnerability scanners will use a vulnerability 

database to list all known vulnerabilities. 

Vulnerabilities scanners are able to detect all system running to a network. 

 

Correctly vulnerability scan is necessary for any system. 

If any organization has very limited network bandwidth during work, then 

vulnerability sold be scanned at the end of the work. 
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2.Evaluate vulnerabilities: 

After identify the vulnerabilities, it should be noted so that the identify vulnerability 

are evaluated. 

Some example: 

a) This vulnerability is how real or false it is. 

b) Does anyone take advantage of this vulnerabilities? 

c) How right it would be to use these vulnerability? 

d) How weak it is? 

Company must identify the vulnerability correctly and then evaluate them properly, so 

that the vulnerabilities are no longer there. 

3.Treating Vulnerability: 

There are different ways to treat vulnerabilities: 

Remediation: Vulnerability are fixing or patching correctly or completely so that it is 

not exploited. This is often the possibility of the perfect treatment that the company 

try for. 

Mitigation: A weakness reduces the chances of being exploited. This is requiring 

when an accurate fix is not available for marked vulnerabilities. This option should be 

used to buy a time to remedy a weakness for an organization. 

4.Reporting Vulnerability: 

Regular vulnerabilities assessment organization can understand the speed and 

efficiency of their vulnerability management programs over time. Vulnerabilities 

organization solution usually have totally different choice for commercialism and 

notice vulnerabilities scan knowledge with a spread of customizable report and 

dashboard. 

At this end of all vulnerability scan, the report is thoroughly reviews. So that all the 

vulnerability in this report are well known and they organization or company can be 

fixed in the right way. So vulnerability report is very important for any company. 
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CHAPTER 04 

Penetration Testing 

4.1 Penetration Testing: 

We know that, every day occurs cyber-attacks. Hackers are stealing many important 

data. So protect all the data of our company, they key is to check the penetration 

testing all the time. 

Penetration testing is designed in such a way that our safety is assessed before an 

attacker. This tool simulates actual world attack situation towards find and exploit 

safety gaps that would result in taken records, compromised credentials, holding, in 

person specifiable info, private, protected health info, different damaging business 

result. 

Utilizing security vulnerability, intrusion test help determines how to protect 

important data from future cyber attackers. 

4.2Penetration Testing Step: 

There are five key step: 

1. Information gathering 

2. Scanning 

3. Gaining access 

4. Maintaining access 

5. Analysis 

 

1. Information Gathering: The potential goal of collecting appropriate information 

must be met before any action can be taken by the penetration testing team. This time 

is important for attack planning and server placement as a platform for the completion 

of the appointment. 
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2. Scanning: Flowing resuscitation phase, a set of scan is performing on the goal to 

decode however their security system can counter many break makes an attempt. 

Invention of vulnerability open ports different parts of debilitation at interval a 

network structure will instruction however samples can continue by the planned 

attack. 

 

3. Gaining Access: After collecting data, testers attack common application so that 

they can exploit existing vulnerabilities. Testers try to mimic the potential damage 

that can result from a vulnerability. 

 

4.Maintain Access:  The first target for this period is realize a state of continuous 

presence at intervals the target surroundings. As period development, a lot of 

knowledge is culled throughout the exploit system that permits the checker to 

imitative advanced preserving treats. 

 

5.Analysis: Penetration testing result are then made into a report detailing, 

a) The exact vulnerability that is exploited. 

b) Subtle data that are accessed. 

c) Quantity of time the pen sample is able to remain in the system undetected. 

This information is analysis by security private to help configure. 
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CHAPTER 05 

Vulnerability Assessment Process 

 

5.1 Vulnerability Assessment Process: 

For Vulnerability Assessment, we are using Nexpose from Rapid7. And we have 

selected target as a Linux server. 

 

First, we login into Nexpose web console. 

 

 

 

Figure 5.1 Login. 
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Target ip: Our target is Linux Ubuntu server and ip address 192.168.31.126  

 

 

 

Figure5.2 target ip 
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Target server: 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.3 Target server has also a web service 
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Dashbord: When we login in correct email and password then we can see dashbord. 

 

 

 

Figure 5.4 Nexpose Dashboard 

 

Create site: There are many option such as asset group, dynamic asset group, report, 

site, tags. At first we need to create a site. For conduct a vulnerability scan, first we 

need to create a site. To do this we have clicked create and click site. 

 

 

Figure 5.5 clicked create site 
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Set name and other information: Here we set name and write some information to 

the description box. 

 

 

 

Figure 5.6Set name and other information 
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Asset section: From Asset section, we have set our target IP. 

 

 

Figure 5.7 Asset section 

Authentication: Vulnerability scanning can done by two methods, for white box scan 

we have set authentication for our target. Here we have set SSH authentication. 

 

Figure 5.8 authentication. 
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Authentication is verified checked: As we can see our authentication is verified. 

 

 

Figure 5.9 Authentication verified. 

Scan templates: In automated vulnerability scanner, there is various kinds of scan 

templates available. We select full audit for details scan. Cause full audit scan give a 

fulfil report. 

 

Figure 5.10 Scan templates 
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Save and scan: After select the scan template, there is others option such as alert and 

schedule. But we didn’t use any of them. And finally click save and scan. 

 

 

Figure 5.11 save and scan. 

Scan time: Full scan took around 20 minutes. 

 

 

Figure 5.12 Scan time 
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Scan process finished: When scan had finished, the status shows Completed 

Successfully. 

 

 

Figure 5.13 Scan process finished 

 

 

Completed assets: Success scan show the assets ip. 

 

 

Figure 5.14 Completed assets 
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Details info: For details we clicked the ip, and we can see details info about the 

target. Such as hostname, OS, etc. 

 

 

Figure 5.15 Details info. 

 

 

Found vulnerability: We have found 250 + vulnerability. 

.  

Figure 5.16 found vulnerability 
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Details: If we click any, the details has shown also remediation. 

 

 

Figure 5.17 details 
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Create Report: After scanning, we have generated a standard report called audit 

report. To generate the report click, create and Report. 

 

Figure 5.18 create Report. 

 

Select audit report: There are various types of report template we have selected 

Audit report. 

Figure 5.19 selected Audit report 
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Generate report: Then we have selected pdf format and click generate the report. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.20 generate report. 
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Successfully generate report: The report has generated. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.21 Successfully generate report 
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CHAPTER 06 

Penetration Test Process 

 

6.1 Penetration Test Process: 

For Penetration Testing, we have selected same server as we used for VA. We have 

found 250+ vulnerabilities the VA scan. Now we trying to penetrate those 

vulnerabilities using Metasploit Pro form Rapid7. 

 

Login: First we have logged into Metasploit pro web console. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.1 Login 
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Fill up details: We have create a project and set a name and details and set the target 

ip. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.2 Fill up details. 
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Import the vulnerabilities: After crating the project, we import the vulnerabilities 

from Nexpose. Because these two solutions are integrated. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.3 import the vulnerabilities. 
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Exploit: After Imported the scan data, we have runed Exploit for penetrating the 

target. 

::  

 

 

Figure 6.4 Exploit 
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Exploit process: 

 

 

Figure 6.5 After clicking the Exploit 

 

Session: After completed the Exploitation process we have found 1 session has 

created. 

 

 

 

Figure 6.6 session. 
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Target: When we have clicked the session we saw that a session has opened from 

target. 

 

 

Figure 6.7 target. 
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Successfully access: We have successfully gained access into that system. And run 

command as an administrator. 

 

 

Figure 6.8successfully access 
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Report: we have generated a standard penetration testing report. 

 

 

 

. 

 

Figure 6.9 report 
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CHAPTER 07 

Findings 

7.1 Findings 

We have successfully completed both Vulnerability Assessment and Penetration Test 

regarding a Linux Ubuntu server. Here is executive findings that I have provided.  

 

Vulnerability Assessment: 

We have found 284 total vulnerabilities. Apart from that 77 were critical, 180 were 

severe and 27 were low.  And we found vulnerable service as DNS, FTP, HTTP, NFS. 

 

Penetration Test: 

We Have success fully attack using VSFTTPD v2.3.4 command execution 

vulnerability using   exploit/unix/ftp/vsftpd_234_backdoor 
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7.2 Conclusion: 

Vulnerability Assessment and Penetration Testing is a great method for Infrastructure 

IT security Assessment. To ensure organization IT security we need to conduct VAPT 

as per organization security policy. In this training I understand the concept behind 

vulnerability assessment and penetration test. 

And I have learned how to conduct vulnerability assessment and penetration test using 

automated enterprise tools from Rapid7. 
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